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COMPANY PROFILE
AL SEHMIAH CEMENT PRODUCTS is established in the year 2007 as a specialized company in the 
produc�on of cement products namely Hollow blocks, Solid blocks, Insulated blocks, Kerbstones, 
Concrete �les, Shot blasted �les and Interlocking pavers. Al Sehmiah cement products has established 
and applies an environment management system and a quality management system for Design, 
Manufacture and Supply of Engineered Concrete  Masonry units, Kerbstones, Concrete Tiles and 
Interlocking pavers for construc�on sectors and has achieved ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 
cer�fica�on and most of our products has a�ained conformity cer�fica�on from Ministry of 
Environment Qatar.

MESSAGE FROM THE COMPANY MANAGEMENT

To guarantee that our company provides state-of-the-art technology and services we have established 
with leading European technology to produce high quality products, exceeding customer expecta�ons 
and maintaining high ethical standards. The organiza�on is managed by a group of well exper�se 
professionals. Produc�on is controlled by a group of professionally qualified well exper�se / well 
experienced engineers and technicians.

This well exper�se staff strictly monitoring the produc�on process to ensure the quality of the finished 
products. The quality of the cement, aggregates, sand etc. are con�nuously monitored by the quality 
controlled team. The curing of the casted products are achieved by the uniform circula�on of the hot 
and humid air by a heavy duty circula�ng fans which are opera�ng inside the curing chamber. We set 
up an in-house laboratory for the con�nuous checking of compressive strength of finished products. 
Random selec�on of samples from  the  cured  finished products is carried out at the dry side for 
tes�ng compressive strength. We are commi�ed to use leading edge and innova�ve technology for 
our products.

We offer an uncompromising service from qualified support staff through to order fulfilment. Al Sehmiah 
is 100% employee-owned which means each and every employee has a vested interest in the success of 
the company. Our commitment to client sa�sfac�on strengthens and extends our rela�onships.

Our company constantly conducts research to predict market trends and absorbs feedback from the 
customers. Constantly increasing sales for the last 13 years demonstrates that this strategy has been 
successful in providing the customers with the latest market requirements.

Al Sehmiah has concentrated on Hollow blocks, Solid blocks, Insulated blocks, Kerbstones, Concrete 
�les, Shot blasted �les and Interlocking pavers of large format that are well suited for the commercial 
sector, and is also constantly mee�ng the needs of the residen�al sector with great customer 
sa�sfac�on reviews.

To build Al Sehmiah team into the most leading manufacturer in Qatar by:

* Producing the highest quality products

* Maintaining the highest ethical standards

* Becoming inevitable partners to Contractors and Clients by enhancing their profitability and success.

We understand the importance of integrity and commitment to the client and believe that success 
comes from having a long-term vision, especially when it comes to build long term rela�onship.

We have an obliga�on to our Clients, Customers and Employees to operate in an ethically and socially 
responsible manner. Our primary emphasis is on product quality and service, the protec�on of 
environment and the safety of our employees and community.

I am looking forward to being the leader of a company that helps to create such posi�ve and excellent 
services for our customers. I am proud to be part of an energe�c team that is dedicated to serving the 
company to achieve its goals and targets.

Our mission is to be a part of Qatar Government to fulfil their dream for Vision 2030.
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CONCRETE PAVERS
Concrete pavers are actually a manufactured product, colors are introduced during the manufacturing 
process to produce a wide range of strong, bright colors that resist sun and fading. Manufactured pavers 
are interlocking, which makes them par�cularly easy to install. Lay them side by side to create neat 
borders that separate your lawn and garden or stack them in a low wall to make a raised bed. Custom 
colors and finishes are also available. The range of paver thickness very from 60 mm to 120 mm.

  Road kerb serve a number of purpose:

* Retaining the carriageway edge to prevent spreading and loss of structural integrity

* Ac�ng as a barrier or demarca�on between road traffic  and pedestrians or verges

* Providing physical check to prevent vehicles leaving the carriage way

* Forming a channel along which surface water can be drained

KERBSTONE

THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT TYPES OF ROAD KERBS

All standard sizes includes 914x305x50...150; 914x255x50...150;914x400x50...150; 914x150x50... 150 available

INTERLOCKING CONCRETE PAVERS
ITEM THICKNESS (MM)
Rectangular shape 200x100 60
 80
 100
 120
ITEM THICKNESS (MM)
Uni type 60
Zig zag shape 80
ITEM THICKNESS (MM)
Octavo 60
Octagonal shape 80
ITEM THICKNESS (MM)
Trapezoidal shape / Decor 60
 80
ITEM THICKNESS (MM)
Square shape 80x80 60
 80
ITEM THICKNESS (MM)
Square shape 200x200 60
 80
ITEM THICKNESS (MM)
Square shape 100x100 60
ITEM THICKNESS (MM)
Behaton shape 60
 80
ITEM THICKNESS (MM)
Pavers  500x250 60 
 80
Pavers  600x300 60 
Pavers  400x200 60 
Pavers  300x300 60   
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20 20
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20 20 20
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40
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TRIEF KERB FLUSH KERB BUS STOPPER WHEEL STOPPER
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HOLLOW AND SOLID BLOCKS
This large rectangular-shaped block is made by cas�ng concrete out of cement (usually portland 
cement) mixed with an aggregate made of different materials, depending on what density a 
par�cular block is  intended to be. High-density hollow blocks, for instance  use an aggregate made 
from fine gravel and sand. 

The hollow block is referred to as such  because of its appearance, as it is manufactured with hollow 
centers designed to improve insula�on and reduce its weight. The func�on of the holes in the block 
is to enable reinforced concrete (concrete and rebar or reinforced steel) to ver�cally run through it, 
thus making up for what  it lacks in tensile strength.

Insulated blocks/fire  resistant blocks have more than six �mes be�er insula�on coefficient than 
normal hollow blocks CONCRETE ROOF PAVERS / SHOT BLASTED TILES  / GRINDED / POLISHED PAVERS

LIGHTWEIGHT BLOCKS
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HOLLOW BLOCKS
SIZE (mm)
400X200X100
400X200X150
400X200X200
400x200x300

HOURDI BLOCKS
SIZE (mm)
420/380X200X200

U BLOCKS

SIZE (mm)
400X200X200

SOLID BLOCKS
SIZE (mm)
400X200X100
400X200X150
400X200X200
400x200x300

INSULATED BLOCKS

SIZE (mm)
400X200X200
400X250X200
400X300X200

300x300x40 400x400x50 500x500x50 600x600x50
Thickness upto 100 mm
                  available

HOLLOW BLOCKS
SIZE (mm)
400X200X200
400X200X150
400X200X100

HOURDI BLOCKS
SIZE (mm)
420X380X200x200
420X380X250x200
420X380X300x200

Al Sehmiah Cement Products manufactures Concrete Tiles, Concrete  Roof Pavers, Grinded Pavers, Tac�les 
and Shot Blasted Tiles. All standard sizes are also available.  Concrete �le vary in the manufacturing process 
from dry pressed to wet cast in moulds 

Light weight masonry units are upto 40% lighter than normal concrete blocks, crea�ng lesser load on 
building. Be�er thermal transmission co-efficient of the light weight blocks result in low energy loss.

400x400x50/60/80


